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ABSTRACT
Knowledge bases store information about the semantic types of
entities, which can be utilized in a range of information access tasks.
is information, however, is oen incomplete, due to new entities
emerging on a daily basis. We address the task of automatically
assigning types to entities in a knowledge base from a type tax-
onomy. Specically, we present two neural network architectures,
which take short entity descriptions and, optionally, information
about related entities as input. Using the DBpedia knowledge base
for experimental evaluation, we demonstrate that these simple ar-
chitectures yield signicant improvements over the current state
of the art.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A characteristic property of a given entity in a knowledge base (KB)
is its type. Entity types, as semantic classes grouping several entities,
are a key information signal, which can be exploited in a variety
of tasks in information extraction, document classication, natural
language processing, and information retrieval [1, 4]. However,
the type information associated with entities in the KB is oen
incomplete, imperfect, or missing altogether for some entities. In
addition, new entities emerging on a daily basis also need to be
mapped to one or more types of the underlying type system. For
alleviating these problems, in this paper we address the challenge
of predicting missing type information for entities in a KB.
SDType [11] is a state-of-the-art entity type prediction method
that leverages links between entities and properties in order to sup-
port KBs with incompleteness and noisy labels. SDType, however,
requires substantial amounts of information from the KB, in order
to obtain the statistical distributions of links and properties. Our
goal is therefore to enable typing entities based on limited informa-
tion, that is, based solely on entity descriptions. is is particularly
important for emerging entities, which usually have only a brief
description and lack most of the additional structured knowledge.
At the same time, if information about related entities is available,
we wish to be able to leverage that as well.
We propose two simple fully-connected feedforward neural net-
work (FNN) architectures, and consider dierent ways to represent
an input entity in order to predict a single type label. We create
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two test collections based on DBpedia (ver. 2016-10), one focusing
on established entities and another focusing on emerging entities.
Our results show that these simple FNN architectures are able to
provide a substantial and signicant improvement over the cur-
rent state of the art. Furthermore, type prediction results based
solely on short entity descriptions can signicantly be improved
when incorporating information about related entities. We also
observe that the deeper FNN performs beer on established entities,
whereas the shallower architecture is sucient to predict types for
emerging entities that have only short descriptions.
2 RELATEDWORK
e problem of automatic entity typing has been studied under
several related tasks, including named entity recognition, entity
linking, and type inference [1]. Regarding the challenges of this
problem, Gangemi et al. [3] distinguish between extensional cover-
age, i.e., the number of typed resources, and intensional coverage,
i.e., conceptual completeness. ey introduce Tipalo, a tool that
makes use of the natural language denition (i.e., abstract) of an
entity in Wikipedia. We also exploit the textual description of an
entity, but whereas Tipalo infers types from graph paerns over
logical interpretations of the entity denitions, we model type label
assignment as a deep supervised learning task.
Similar approaches are used in the related task of ne-grained
entity typing in context. Lin et al. [8] exploit entity denitions
to map entities into Freebase types by analyzing n-grams in the
textual relations around entity mentions. Nakashole et al. [10]
address typing emerging entities, that are of particular importance
for informative knowledge, from news streams and social media.
Multi-instance, multi-label typing algorithms are used in [13] over
KB data and annotated contexts of entities in a corpus. Rather than
the more extensive evidence sources that these approaches exploit
in the context of entity occurrences, we rely on short denition-like
descriptions as our input.
Kliegr and Zamazal [6] predict the entity type by linearly com-
bining the output distributions from several techniques: (i) string
matching and statistical inference on an external hypernyms dataset
extracted from Wikipedia, and (ii) hierarchies of classiers trained
on entity short abstracts and on Wikipedia categories. Unlike their
approach, that requires multiple components and training several
classiers, we propose a single end-to-end model.
Corpus-level entity typing is also used for knowledge base com-
pletion. A multilayer perceptron approach has been proposed using
word embeddings [14]. While similar to this underlying approach,
we employ a larger type system (112 FIGER types vs. 760 DBpedia
types), and utilize various input entity representations.
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2.1 SDType
SDType, presented in [11], and further expanded upon in [12],
utilizes links between instances in a KB to infer types using a
weighted voting approach. e main assumption is that some
relationships between entities only occur with particular entity
types. As an example, from the statement x dbo:location y, it can
infer with high condence thaty is of type Place. Unlike other type
prediction methods, SDType can be implemented on virtually any
cross-domain dataset [11]. Its evaluation on DBpedia 3.8 reports an
F-measure of 0.885, making SDType outperform all the compared
methods, including Tipalo [3], which achieves an F-measure of
0.75. Since DBpedia 3.9, the type assignments obtained by SDType,
available for a large subset of entities, are distributed with DBpedia.
While both SDType and our approaches leverage entity relationship
information, an important dierence is that SDType requires typed
links, whereas our approaches consider the mere presence of a
relationship, i.e., links are non-typed. is signicantly weakens
the requirements for an input entity to be typed.
3 APPROACH
We begin by describing the overview of our proposed model archi-
tectures, and then provide the details of their input components.
3.1 Architecture Design
Our approach is based on a multilayer perceptron, a simple neural
network architecture, with vector representations of entities as
inputs and a somax operation on the output layer, to obtain a
probability distribution among all types. is model is simple yet
also exible to account for combining various input representations,
possibly of dierent dimensions, as shown in [14], where a similar
architecture is used for ne-grained typing of entity mentions.
Figure 1(a) presents our rst architecture, NeuType1. It consists
of a fully-connected feedforward neural network, and is able to
handle dierent entity vector representations, which are given by
input components input A, input B, and input C (cf. Sect. 3.2). A
merge layer merge M concatenates the available inputs into hidden
layers hidden M.1 and hidden M.2. e outputs are transformed
by somax into a probability distribution across all possible 760
type labels in the DBpedia Ontology (we discard <owl:Thing>).
is model resembles a simple learning framework, where a neural
classier is applied on a merging of multiple input vectors [7].
Unlike in NeuType1, in NeuType2, depicted in Fig. 1(b), each in-
put component is rstly fully connected to its own stack of hidden
layers. In this way, its depth allows it to beer capture each input en-
tity representation, before combining them by vector concatenation.
Similar deep merging networks have proven to be eective versus
another textual input compositions for classication tasks [5].
When dening the model output, we are interested in nding a
single (most correct) type. We therefore approach the problem as
a multiclass or single-label classication task, and return the type
with the highest probability.
3.2 Input Components
We consider three input components: A, B, andC . Each of these in-
put vector spaces aims to represent a particular kind of information
associated with an entity.
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Figure 1: Neural architectures. Arrows indicate fully-
connected layers; subscripted, number of nodes in a layer.
Component A is the main input representation, and consists of
word embeddings of short entity descriptions. Specically, for an
entity e we retrieve its short description se in DBpedia. We then
assign to each token w in se its 300-dimensional vectorvw in the
word2vec pre-trained word embeddings [9]. Input A is then simply
the centroid ce of these word embeddings for e .
Component B comprises the short descriptions of the entities
that are related to the input entity e . Given e , we retrieve the set of
related entities Re , and obtain for each e ′ ∈ Re the centroid ce ′ of
word embeddings in its short description as before. We dene B as
avдe ′∈Rece ′ , i.e., the centroid of these related entities’ centroids.
Finally, componentC represents the frequency of the types of re-
lated entities. Formally, given an entity e and its related entities Re ,
the type frequency vector of related entities is dened as (f1, ..., fn )
where fi counts how many entities in Re are assigned to type ti ,
for each of the n labels in the universe of types.
We denote with “+” the fact that more than a single input com-
ponent is provided to the model. For example, A + B means that A
and B are provided, whileC is ignored.
4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this section we present our experimental datasets, evaluation
metrics, and parameter seings for the neural architectures.
4.1 Datasets
We create two test datasets, each consisting of 1,000 entities. Dataset
1 represents established entities, while Dataset 2 focuses on emerg-
ing entities. Before we detail these two datasets, we describe the
entity selection method that is shared by both.
e distribution of entity types in DBpedia is skewed, e.g., type
Person is over-represented. We let Ttop be the set of all top-level
types in the DBpedia Ontology (but removing dbo:Agent, and
adding dbo:Person and dbo:Organization instead, for informa-
tive purposes). We propose a pseudo-random approach for produc-
ing a test set of 1k instances, by drawing entities in a balanced way
to represent as many types in Ttop as possible, with a minimum
amount of m = 10 entities. For each type t ∈ Ttop , we draw m
entities that are typed with t . If there exist less thanm such entities,
we reserve one of those entities for training and draw the remain-
ing ones for testing. is ensures that each type is observed at
least once in training data. Finally, we draw the remaining needed
entities randomly to end up with a total of 1k test instances.
Dataset 1 is generated by drawing entities that have type assign-
ments (“instance types”) in DBpedia 2016-10, using the balanced
pseudo-random approach previously described. We apply the fol-
lowing additional constraints for entities: (i) they must have types
predicted by SDTypes, to facilitate comparison, and (ii) they must
have a short description in DBpedia. Each entity is then labeled
with a single, most specic type in DBpedia instance types.
Dataset 2 represents emerging entities and is created by picking
entities with types in DBpedia Live,1 such that these entities do not
have types in DBpedia 2016-10. We also require that entities (i) have
types predicted by SDTypes, and (ii) have a short abstract in DBpe-
dia Live. We use the pseudo-random approach previously described,
but without the optional reservation of training instances.
e same training set is used in both cases, which is the universe
of all DBpedia entities with types (3,047,794 in total), excluding
those that are present in either of the test datasets.
4.2 Evaluation metrics
We employ a rank-based evaluation for nding the most correct
entity type. Since we are interested in predicting a single entity
type, we use normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain at rank 1
(NDCG@1) as our evaluation metric. We consider dierent ways
of computing gain according to a distance d(ta , tд) between an
assigned entity type ta and a ground truth type tд . e motivation
is to take into account the hierarchy of types [2]. For example,
predicting type Person for a correct type Athlete is a less severe
error than predicting Scientist.
Firstly, a strict gain scoring is dened as follows. A score of 1
is given if d(ta , tд) = 0, otherwise the score is 0. Note that strict
scoring is thus equivalent to classication accuracy. Alternatively,
a scoring method can reward close misses, e.g., when predicting
wrongly an ancestor or descendant of the correct type. We imple-
ment this lenient metric using two dierent gain measures. A linear
decay function is dened byG(t) = 1− d (t0,t1)h , where h is the depth
of the ontology (h = 6 in DBpedia 2016-10). An exponential decay
function is instead dened as G(t) = b−d (t0,t1), where b is the base
of the exponent (set to 2 in this paper).
4.3 Parameter Settings
We optimize NeuType2 with all three input components, by ex-
perimenting with several parameter seings as follows. We do
a learning rate sweep search in {10−k : k ∈ 1, 2, 3}, and a ner
search in the interval [0.05, 0.5] with steps of 0.05. We try dierent
optimizers, specically, SGD, SGD with momentum, and Adam.
Furthermore, we test adding dropout in three network positions
(before hidden M.1, aer hidden M.2, between hidden M.1 and
hidden M.2), each using probability p ∈ {0.2, 0.4}. We set a hidden
layer size of 512, with ReLU activation nodes, and use categorical
cross entropy as the loss function.
We found the following parameter seings to perform best: SGD
optimizer with learning rate of 0.1, and no dropout. We then train
all the models for both architectures using these seings. For inputs
1Retrieved through SPARQL endpoint http://dbpedia-live.openlinksw.com/sparql.
dierent thanA+B +C , we ignore the missing input portion(s) from
the model. For example, in A + B, we remove input C in Fig. 1(a),
and remove input C, hidden C.1 and hidden C.2 in Fig. 1(b).
4.4 Retrieval Baseline
Since we use entity descriptions as the main input component, the
question naturally arises: How well would a traditional retrieval
method perform on this task? e guiding observations is that
for some entities, the type label occurs in the description, most
likely in the copula relation “to be a” with the entity name. An
example is the label “soccer player” of the type SoccerPlayer in
“Alex Morgan is an American soccer player.” Hence, for a given
entity, we score each type t against the entity’s description using
the BM25 retrieval model. Specically, the camel-case DBpedia
type label (SoccerPlayer) is converted into a lower-case phrase
(“soccer player”) and used as a query. We then take the top ranked
type (i.e., the one with the highest BM25 score) as the prediction.
5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
With our experiments, we seek to answer the following three re-
search questions: (RQ1) Can a neural approach, using only en-
tity descriptions, outperform the current state of the art (SDType),
which is based on heuristic link-based type inference?; (RQ2) Can
entity relationship information contribute to type prediction per-
formance?; (RQ3) Which of the two proposed neural architectures
(NeuType1 vs. NeuType2) performs beer?
Table 1 presents the results. We evaluate both NeuType1 and
NeuType2 using all combinations of input components. Scores
reported for each neural model are averaged from 5 independent
training sessions. In each session, a model is trained for a maximum
of 50 epochs, with early stopping implemented in order to prevent
overing. Early stopping is congured to stop training when
no improvement is observed for 5 epochs. Using respective two-
tailed paired t-tests, we assess statistical signicance (i) against the
SDType baseline, and (ii) of each model in NeuType2 versus the
corresponding one in NeuType1.
As the results clearly indicate, the type prediction task is much
more involved than plain text retrieval. e BM25 ranker is inferior
to all the other methods. Henceforth, we will be focusing on the
SDType as a baseline.
RQ1. For answering our rst research question, we compare
input congurationA in both NeuType1 and NeuType2 against the
baseline method SDType. In both architectures, it is clear that the
neural approach using short entity descriptions is able to signif-
icantly outperform the baseline in both Dataset 1 and Dataset 2
across all evaluation measures.
We are are interested in comparing each method’s ability to
predict types in a given top-level branch (esp. given that types
inferred by SDType are known to be oen generic and high up
in the type hierarchy [11]). Our simple architecture NeuType1
outperforms SDType substantially in most of the most prominent
types, such as Person, Place and Organization (58.8% of Dataset
1 among these three types). On the other hand, SDType has bet-
ter performance on much less prominent top-level types, such as
Biomolecule, TopicalConcept, and Language. Given that these
Table 1: Entity typing results, measured in terms of NDCG@1. s is the standard deviation for the averaged performances of
the neural models. ‡ denotes a statistically signicant dierence w.r.t. SDType at p < 0.001. Statistical signicance of each
model in NeuType2 versus the corresponding one in NeuType1, at p < 0.05 and p < 0.001, is denoted by  and ^ , respectively.
Model
Dataset 1 (Established entities) Dataset 2 (Emerging entities)
Strict Linear Exponential Strict Linear Exponential
NDCG@1 s NDCG@1 s NDCG@1 s NDCG@1 s NDCG@1 s NDCG@1 s
BM25 0.2335 - 0.3211 - 0.2798 - 0.2076 - 0.3533 - 0.2826 -
SDType 0.8020 - 0.8562 - 0.8331 - 0.6970 - 0.7873 - 0.7451 -
NeuType1
A 0.8578‡ 0.0025 0.8980‡ 0.0028 0.8796‡ 0.0028 0.7870‡ 0.0039 0.8617‡ 0.0045 0.8272‡ 0.0042
B 0.7722 0.0051 0.8028 0.0049 0.7895 0.0047 0.3664 0.0051 0.5381 0.0033 0.4419 0.0039
C 0.7222 0.0050 0.7571 0.0043 0.7414 0.0048 0.2950 0.0054 0.3781 0.0044 0.3341 0.0045
A + B 0.8864‡ 0.0055 0.9193‡ 0.0035 0.9045‡ 0.0043 0.7700‡ 0.0049 0.8558‡ 0.0042 0.8164‡ 0.0040
A + C 0.8766‡ 0.0057 0.9072‡ 0.0066 0.8935‡ 0.0063 0.7532‡ 0.0092 0.8355‡ 0.0074 0.7974‡ 0.0080
B + C 0.7828 0.0098 0.8157 0.0098 0.8006 0.0096 0.3756 0.0181 0.5251 0.0718 0.4430 0.0406
A + B + C 0.8748‡ 0.0090 0.9074‡ 0.0091 0.8930‡ 0.0091 0.7462‡ 0.0058 0.8354‡ 0.0030 0.7944‡ 0.0035
NeuType2
A 0.8558‡ 0.0029 0.8956‡ 0.0028 0.8777‡ 0.0026 0.7816‡ 0.0050 0.8587‡ 0.0057 0.8230‡ 0.0056
B 0.7788 0.0050 0.8070 0.0050 0.7947 0.0049 0.3696 0.0130 0.5453 0.0116 0.4475 0.0125
C 0.7224 0.0060 0.7586 0.0066 0.7424 0.0061 0.2854 0.0060 0.3690 0.0055 0.3244 0.0055
A + B 0.8896‡ 0.0026 0.9219‡ 0.0030 0.9074‡ 0.0025 0.7766‡ 0.0057 0.8600‡ 0.0041 0.8216‡ 0.0046
A + C 0.8926‡^ 0.0046 0.9256‡^ 0.0034 0.9108‡^ 0.0034 0.7670‡ 0.0068 0.8490‡ 0.0047 0.8107‡^ 0.0055
B + C 0.8134^ 0.0068 0.8431^ 0.0068 0.8299^ 0.0068 0.3802 0.0242 0.5286 0.0777 0.4470 0.0464
A + B + C 0.8958‡^ 0.0027 0.9284‡^ 0.0033 0.9138‡^ 0.0026 0.7556‡ 0.0108 0.8487‡^ 0.0076 0.8056‡^ 0.0092
account for 1.4% or less in Dataset 1, this could be aributed to a
lack of training data for these top-level types.
RQ2. Our second research question considers the eect of adding
optional inputs B and C . Observing results on Dataset 1, perfor-
mances improve in both architectures when including optional
inputs. Specically, in NeuType1, using inputs A + B is the best
performing model, thus proving that the neural transformations
properly capture both components of similar structure (i.e., cen-
troids of word embeddings). In NeuType2, conguration A + B +C
has highest performance, as another evidence of the benets of
representations of related entities. When comparing NeuType1
and NeuType2, the additional hidden layers per input reward the
optional inputs signicantly. In evaluating the addition of optional
inputs on Dataset 2, we see that these actually deteriorate perfor-
mance compared to using only short entity descriptions. Recall
that this dataset represents emerging entities, and therefore an
entity might not have enough relationships compared to entities
in Dataset 1. Consequently, inputs B andC are much more sparse
and do not contain the same rich data as in Dataset 1.
RQ3. To answer the nal research question, we compare Neu-
Type1 to NeuType2. In Dataset 1, inputA +B +C in NeuType2 has a
slightly beer score thanA + B in NeuType1. It is also interesting to
note that NeuType2 almost scores just as high using onlyA +C . On
the other hand, when comparing on Dataset 2, it is clear that short
entity descriptions from A are more valuable in the case of sparse
relationship data than B andC together. Here, NeuType1 provides
mostly almost identical scores to NeuType2, and thus NeuType1
is preferable when considering time and resources required for
training the model. e only congurations performing worse than
the baseline, are those without input A, which further conrms the
importance of short descriptions of the entities themselves.
6 CONCLUSIONS
We have addressed the problem of automatically assigning a type
to a given entity in a knowledge base, proposed two simple neural
network architectures, and experimented with a variety of input
entity representations. A main nding is that even these simple
neural approaches, relying on limited input, are able to provide a
signicant improvement over the existing state-of-the-art, which
requires semantically rich information as input. In future work,
we would like to evaluate our approach on other KBs and explore
alternative network architectures and input representations.
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